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Abstract

The aim of this research is to provide novel evidence regarding the functioning of the Nordic model of economic development and the robustness of its institutions. At first, the paper defines a conceptual analytical framework identifying the key features of the model for the Nordic economies (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden), by synthesizing relevant background literature. Secondly, this framework is used to interpret a set of shocks, reforms and ongoing trends: the effect of resource revenues on the labor market and income inequality in Norway compared to the other Nordic countries; the design of a novel minimum income scheme in Finland and its effects on preferences for social insurance; and the implications of population ageing and increased automation for indicators of sustainability for the Nordic welfare states.
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1. Introduction

How has the Nordic model of economic development evolved in the last decades, and how are its key features affected by country-specific shocks and reforms? The research question of this study lies at the intersection between the fields of political economy and institutional economics. In order to provide a conceptual framework for the different shocks and trends at hand, the paper starts by analytically defining the key elements and mechanisms of the Nordic economies, as presented in a chosen segment of the recent economic and political economy literature (mostly relying on Barth et al., 2014). The three distinct but interrelated features of the Nordic model are a high degree of compression of wage differentials, a dynamic process of creative destruction and innovation, and a high level of public welfare spending. The core of the paper is then constituted by three distinct parts, each of them showing how an external shock, a policy reform or ongoing trends with respect to ageing and automation interact with the conceptual framework.

The first of these three parts focuses on the Nordic model from “within”, by looking at the comparative effect of the resource windfall in Norway, as compared to the other Nordic countries. How did the key features of the Nordic model react to the shock to the Norwegian economy, compared to its Nordic neighbors? Recent research on this issue is briefly reviewed (Dyrstad, 2016; Iacono, 2016) and some novel empirical evidence is presented. This first part is not only relevant as a case study, but it also provides insights about the robustness of the institutions of the Nordic model when subjected to substantial macroeconomic shocks.

The second part continues analyzing the Nordic model institutions from “within”, by focusing on a social insurance policy reform in Finland. How would the introduction of a minimum (basic) income scheme, with which Finland is currently experimenting, affect individual preferences for redistribution and social insurance (which is an important determinant of public welfare spending)? This part utilizes a slightly modified version of the model in Moene and Wallerstein (2001) to provide a tentative answer to this question, which might determine important changes in the structure and functioning of the Nordic model for the case of Finland.

The third part focuses on ongoing trends and future prospects for the Nordic model as seen from “outside”, without necessarily focusing on one of the Nordic countries. This is done by presenting stylized empirical evidence on indicators related to the future sustainability of the Nordic welfare states, and by highlighting a subset of the recent economic research on the effect of population aging on automation and in turn on wage inequality (Acemoglu and Restrepo,
Summarizing, the three parts of the paper identify developments that have triggered or might trigger future changes in the mechanisms described in the conceptual framework based on Barth et al. (2014). This research contributes to the literature by providing an up-to-date estimation of the robustness of the institutions of the Nordic model of economic development and welfare.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 lays out the conceptual framework; Section 3 looks at the effect of the resource windfall in Norway; Section 4 analyzes the novel minimum income scheme in Finland; Section 5 focuses on the recent trends related to automation and demographic ageing. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. The conceptual framework

This section introduces and explains the conceptual framework that will be adopted in the core of the paper, in order to disentangle how country-specific shocks and policy reforms affect the functioning of the Nordic model. The current paper defines the Nordic model by borrowing the main lines of the framework presented in Barth et al. (2014). This choice is based on analytical tractability, and should not be interpreted as a claim of the superiority of the chosen framework with respect to alternative frameworks of the Nordic model in the economic and political economy literature (Andersen et al., 2007; Calmfors, 1993; Erixon, 2010, 2016; Esping-Andersen, 1990; Lindbeck, 1997; Moene, 2008). Analytical tractability is given by the three distinct but interconnected features listed in Barth et al. (2014), which can be summarized as follows:

(I) **Compression of wage differentials.** Centralized wage bargaining leads to high wage compression in the labor market and hence to low pre-tax labor income inequality (Barth et al., 2014; Barth and Moene, 2012; Salverda and Checchi, 2014).

(II) **Creative destruction.** High wage compression from (I) fosters creative destruction leading to a higher share of highly productive enterprises and in turn higher average labor productivity (Barth et al., 2014; Moene and Wallerstein, 1997; Vona and Zamparelli, 2014; Stiglitz, 2015).

(III) **Public welfare spending.** High wage compression from (I) leads to individual preferences for high public welfare spending, creating a sort of “equality multiplier” (Barth et al., 2014; Barth et al., 2015; Barth and Moene, 2016).
The conceptual framework of the Nordic model given by (I-II-III) fits the scope of this paper by permitting isolation of the effects of external shocks and policy changes on each of the three mechanisms. Let us start by explaining the mechanism described in (I) with the support of stylized empirical evidence. Figure 1 presents the 1970-2013 annual series for income inequality (Gini index, pre-tax, pre-transfer) for each of the four Nordic countries, based on data from the Standardized World Income Inequality Database (Solt, 2016).

![Figure 1: SWIID Gini Index Market Income, 1970-2013.](image)

*Notes:* Figure 1 shows the 1970-2013 annual series for the variable gini_market contained in the SWIID 5.1 (Solt, 2016). gini_market: estimate of Gini index of inequality in equivalized (square root scale) household market (pre-tax, pre-transfer) income, using Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) data as the standard.

Figure 1 shows the similarities of the Nordic economies as regards aggregate pre-tax income inequality. For all four, the SWIID Gini index for market income was roughly comprised between 0.3 and 0.5 throughout the series (lowest, Denmark in 1984: 0.2996; highest, Sweden in 2013: 0.5092). However, because the SWIID Gini index for market income aggregates both capital and labor income inequality, the evidence in Figure 1 does not allow identification of the relationship between collective bargaining and pre-tax labor income inequality (also labeled as pre-tax wage dispersion). This is taken care of in Figure 2, in which the average of the ICTWSS index of
coordination of wage setting is plotted against the average of the OECD gross earnings interdecile ratio P90/P10, for all OECD countries in the period 1970-2013.

**Figure 2. Coordination of Wage-setting and Wage Dispersion**

Notes: Figure 2 plots the average of the ICTWSS index of coordination of wage setting (ICTWSS version 5.0, variable name: “Coord”), against the average OECD gross earnings interdecile ratio P90/P10, for all OECD countries in the period 1970-2013. Extract from Visser (2015), ICTWSS Codebook: “Coord” ranges from [0, 5]. 1 = fragmented wage bargaining, confined largely to individual firms or plants. 2 = mixed industry and firm-level bargaining, with no or little pattern bargaining and relatively weak elements of government coordination through the setting of minimum wage or wage indexation. 3 = negotiation guidelines based on (a) centralized bargaining by peak associations with or without government involvement; (b) informal centralization of industry-level bargaining; (c) government arbitration or intervention. 4 = wage norms or guidelines (recommendations) based on (a) centralized bargaining by peak associations with or without government involvement; (b) informal centralization of industry-level bargaining by a powerful and monopolistic union confederation; (c) extensive, regularized pattern setting coupled with high degree of union concentration. 5 = maximum or minimum wage rates/increases based on (a) centralized bargaining by peak association(s), with or without government involvement, and/or government imposition of wage schedule/freeze, with peace obligation; (b) informal centralization of industry-level bargaining by a powerful and monopolistic union confederation; (c) extensive, regularized pattern setting and highly synchronized bargaining coupled with coordination of bargaining by influential large firms.

In Figure 2, the Nordic countries appear in the upper left, indicating low pre-tax wage dispersion and a high average index of centralized wage bargaining. Only Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands obtain a combined score that can be described as the “Nordic type”, whilst Italy and Austria can be associated with the Nordic countries for one only dimension each, low wage
dispersion in Italy and high degree of centralized wage setting in Austria. In other words, Figure 2 conveys a static picture of mechanism (I), showing that a higher degree of wage coordination through collective bargaining correlates with a more compressed wage distribution for the Nordic countries. This stylized fact is a rather conventional result of economic theory, confirming that whenever unions negotiate wages at the national level, this leads to a lower overall degree of pre-tax wage dispersion (Barth and Moene, 2012). It has to be pointed out that establishing or testing more in detail the detailed shape of the causal cross-country relationship between coordination of wage setting and wage dispersion lies outside the scope of the paper (for an overview, see the survey of labor market institutions by Salverda and Checchi, 2014).

Mechanism (II) of the Nordic model is explained as follows. Barth et al. (2014) develop a theory of creative destruction and wage compression, based in essence on the Rehn-Meidner model (often labeled the Swedish model, as in Erixon, 2010, 2016). Briefly, this theory emphasizes that a high initial level of wage compression functions as a “tax” on low-productivity enterprises (raising the bar for access to low-skilled human capital), whilst high-productivity enterprises receive an indirect “subsidy” (due to the lower wages for high-skilled human capital). Ceteris paribus, this translates into increased investments and higher expected profits for the most productive firms, leaving behind the least productive firms. In other words, wage compression fosters a dynamic process of “constructive” creative destruction, leading to higher demand for labor, which in turn leads to a higher average level of labor productivity and correspondingly higher wages (for a constant employment level). The essence of the Rehn-Meidner model is purely dynamic and its outcomes are mostly country-specific; however, Figure 3 gives an overall static view of the long-run correlation between wage compression and productivity.
Figure 3: Wage Dispersion and Labor Productivity

Notes: The left-hand side of Figure 3 plots the country average for wage dispersion (the average OECD gross earnings interdecile ratio P90/P10, for all OECD countries in the period 1970-2013) against the country average of the growth rates of GDP per hour worked (constant prices, 1970-2013; source OECD). On the right-hand side, wage dispersion is plotted against the country average of GDP per hour worked in levels (as well in constant prices, 1970-2013; source OECD).

The left-hand side of Figure 3 plots wage dispersion (using the same variable as for Figure 2) against the average of the growth rates of GDP per hour worked (constant prices, 1970-2013; source OECD). The right-hand side of Figure 3 instead plots wage dispersion against the average in levels of the same labor productivity measure, for the same countries and the same period. Figure 3 shows some interesting stylized facts. At first, the Nordic countries confirm their similarities by appearing in the same areas in both plots, jointly with Italy and Belgium. Secondly and more importantly, the mechanism mentioned in (II) does not appear to be fully supported by the evidence provided in both sides of Figure 3, when focusing on the cluster of the Nordic countries. When it comes to the country average of levels of GDP per hour worked (right-hand side), higher compression of wage differentials correlates with higher labor productivity for the Nordic countries as compared to the rest of the OECD economies, in line with the theory of
creative destruction in Barth et al. (2014). On the other hand, when labor productivity is measured by the average of the \textit{growth rates} for GDP per hour worked in the period 1970-2013 (left-hand side), the Nordic countries (with growth rates of slightly above 2\%) perform neither better nor worse than the large majority of the other OECD economies. This puzzling empirical evidence for the Nordic countries as compared to the other OECD economies calls for a deeper analysis at the country-level (or by clusters of countries) of the comparative causal effect of wage compression on innovation, productivity dynamics and economic growth, which have been only partly addressed in Acemoglu et al. (2014) and Stiglitz (2015).

The third feature of the conceptual framework concerns the explanation of why the Nordic economies, on top of the high equality in labor market outcomes, also redistribute extensively via high public welfare spending. For instance, how can high-skilled human capital agents have preferences for a model in which their labor incomes are lower than they would be with higher wage dispersion (namely, with a wage distribution resembling more closely the skewed distribution of skills), and in which their tax wedge is higher than in countries with lower welfare spending? It has to be pointed out that, in the current paper, redistribution and public welfare spending focus solely on provision of social insurance programs like unemployment benefits, sickness pay and pension schemes. Barth et al. (2014) emphasize that, if social insurance goods are normal goods and the skill distribution entails a majority of low-skilled workers, higher wage compression will then imply a jump in wages for the majority of workers, who will in turn demand more social insurance goods because they can now afford more of them (for a given distribution of risk of income loss). Specifically, as workers receive higher wages, the income loss associated with a less generous welfare state gets larger, whilst the utility cost (or disutility) necessary to finance social insurance programs shrinks. Hence, the more equal the pre-tax wage distribution, the higher the amount of social insurance goods demanded by the median voter. This implies that already equal allocations will determine higher public welfare spending which reduces inequality even further, whilst unequal allocation of wages call for less redistribution and in turn more inequality; and is therefore labeled as the “equality multiplier”. This multiplier is shown in Figure 4, in which wage dispersion is plotted against the average value of the combined welfare generosity index from the Comparative Welfare Entitlements Data Set (CWED) in Scruggs et al. (2014). The CWED contains annual country data (1971-2010) on the replacement rates, program coverage and overall program generosity for each of the three main social
insurance programs: unemployment insurance, sickness insurance and public pensions. Scruggs (2014) computes the combined welfare generosity index by summing up the three single program indices (each of them with a numerical score from 0 to 25). Hence, the maximum theoretical score for the combined generosity index is 75. Additional details on calculation of replacement rates and program generosity indices can be found in Scruggs (2014).

**Figure 4. Wage Dispersion and Combined Welfare Generosity**

*Notes:* This figure plots the country average for wage dispersion (the average of the OECD gross earnings interdecile ratio P90/P10, for all OECD countries in the period 1970-2013), against the average value of the combined welfare generosity index from the Comparative Welfare Entitlements Data Set (CWED) in Scruggs et al. (2014). CWED contains annual country data (1971-2010) on the replacement rates, program coverage and overall program generosity index for each of the three main social insurance programs: unemployment insurance, sick pay insurance and public pensions. As explained in the CWED codebook in Scruggs et al. (2014), “replacement rates are calculated for a fictive average production worker in the manufacturing sector who is 40 years old, has been working for the 20 years preceding the loss of income or the benefit period”. Scruggs (2014): “Program coverage represents percentage of the labor force insured for unemployment risk, percentage of the labor force with sick pay insurance, and the fraction of those above official retirement age who are in receipt of a public pension”. Scruggs (2014) computes then the combined welfare generosity index by summing up the three single program indices (each of them with a numerical score [0, 25]. Hence, the maximum theoretical score for the combined index is 75. Additional details on calculation of replacement rates and program generosity indices can be found in Scruggs (2014).
Figure 4 shows that, for the Nordic countries as compared to the other OECD economies, low wage dispersion correlates with a high index of combined welfare generosity, regardless of the underlying direction of causality. In conclusion, this justifies the choice of mechanism (III) as one of the key characteristics of the Nordic model of economic development and welfare.

The next sections, constituting the core of the paper, will evaluate how the three mechanisms (I-II-III) have reacted (or might react) to a chosen set of shocks, policy reforms and ongoing trends.

### 3. The impact from resource revenues: the case of Norway

This section analyzes the Nordic model from “within”, by focusing on the comparative effect on the Norwegian economy of the huge inflow of resource revenues that started approximately around 1975 (as documented in Larsen, 2006). Results from recent research will be reviewed, in addition to novel empirical evidence. This evidence will be confronted with the conceptual framework of the Nordic model presented in Section 2.

Mideksa (2013) estimates the macroeconomic effect of natural resource endowment on the Norwegian GDP per capita, showing that about 20% of the per capita GDP increase in the post-windfall years 1971-2007 can be attributed to the resource windfall. Iacono (2016) builds methodologically on Mideksa (2013) by applying the Synthetic Control Method (of which the most cited application in the economic literature is by Abadie et al., 2015) in order to discern how the resource windfall impacted the key features of the Nordic model. This section will draw only partially on the results of the broader empirical analysis in Iacono (2016), in that it will apply a different set of data - namely, the SWIID Gini index for market income rather than the top income shares of the World Wealth and Income Database (WID) as in Iacono (2016).

Let us start with the impact of the resource revenues on mechanism (I), namely the low level of wage dispersion. The within-country analysis by Dyrstad (2016) studies how the shift from uncoordinated wage bargaining in the Norwegian petroleum sector to higher coordination (due to government intervention from 1982 onward), had the effect of curbing the pre-1982 high wage premium for petroleum workers with respect to the rest of the economy. From 1983 onward, the relative wages for employees in the Norwegian petroleum sector with respect to manufacturing workers started to decline. In other words, Dyrstad (2016) attributes the partial maintenance of a high level of wage compression (mechanism I) for the case study of Norway to sound
institutions. Can we conclude that the huge inflow of resource revenues in Norway did not imply a substantial and significant effect on the wage dispersion in Norway relative to the other Nordic economies? In order to complement Dyrstad (2016) with cross-country evidence, let us use the pre-tax income inequality index given by the SWIID Gini index for market income as a proxy for wage dispersion. How has Norway performed as regards pre-tax income inequality in the post-windfall period, namely from 1975 onward?

To answer this counterfactual question, let us conduct a synthetic control method exercise (as in Abadie et al., 2015; Mideksa, 2013; Iacono, 2016) to construct a synthetic control unit for Norway based on the donor pool constituted from the other Nordic countries (regarded as similar economies that did not develop a huge resource sector). The first step is to select the weights of the synthetic control unit based on the pre-windfall matching of a set of macroeconomic predictors. The convex combination of weights $W^* = (w_2, w_3, w_4)$ with $w_2 + w_3 + w_4 = 1$ employed in the synthetic control unit were estimated to be Denmark=0.572; Sweden=0.036; Finland=0.392. Following Iacono (2016), the following set of labor market and macroeconomic predictors of income inequality were used in the estimation exercise: UTIP-UNIDO industrial pay-inequality; top 5% and top 1% income share excluding capital gains; unemployment rate as a percentage of labor force; trade union density; and real GDP per capita in constant 2005 USD.

Once the synthetic control unit has been constructed, it can be plotted against the actual series of the SWIID Gini index for market income for Norway, in order to estimate the effect of the shock of resource revenues on income inequality. Figure 5 shows both the actual pre-tax income inequality series in Norway (solid line) and the synthetic control unit (dashed line). In a nutshell, Figure 5 conveys that the actual pre-tax income inequality series in Norway has not significantly deviated from the main trend for the Nordic economies (namely, decreasing overall income inequality until 1985, increasing from then on) represented by the synthetic control unit.
Figure 5. The Post-1975 Comparative Effect of Resource Revenues on Income Inequality in Norway

Notes: Treatment year = 1975. The weights estimated by the Synthetic Control algorithm were given by Denmark=0.572; Sweden=0.036; Finland=0.392. The following set of labor market and macroeconomic predictors were used for the estimation: UTIP-UNIDO industrial pay-inequality (indicator of industrial wage dispersion); top 5% and top 1% income share excluding capital gains (WID); unemployment rate as a % of labor force (OECD); trade union density (the ratio of wage and salary earners that are trade union members, divided by the total number of wage and salary earners, 1960-2013, OECD Labor Force Statistics); GDP per capita constant 2005 USD, 1960-2014, from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (WDI).

The synthetic control method evidence of Figure 5 is also complemented by a more standard difference-in-difference estimation of a linear fixed effects model (with country and time fixed effects), as shown in (1). In the estimation of (1), the post-windfall treatment year was set to 1975 as for the synthetic control method exercise:

\[
(1) \text{SWIID}_{jt} = \alpha_j + \beta_t + \gamma T_{jt} + \theta'_{jt} \varphi + \epsilon_{jt}. 
\]

In (1), \text{SWIID}_{jt} stands for the SWIID Gini index for market income of country \(j\); \(\alpha_j\) is a country fixed effect; \(\beta_t\) represents a dummy variable estimating time fixed effects; \(T_{jt}\) is a dummy variable which equals one when the country under observation is the treated country (i.e., Norway) and the time of observation is within the post-treatment period 1976-2013; \(\theta'_{jt}\) represents the same
set of controls as above; and $\epsilon_{it}$ are country-clustered error terms. Estimation results are summarized in Table 1, confirming the synthetic control method result of a non-significant comparative effect of the resource revenues shock on the post-revenues Norwegian SWIID Gini index.

**TABLE 1 – The post-1975 comparative effect of resource revenues on income inequality in Norway (Difference-in-Difference)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) SWIID Gini</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diff-in-Diff</td>
<td>-2.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.237)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTIP-UNIDO industrial pay-inequality</td>
<td>-61.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(351.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Union Density</td>
<td>-0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0859)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment as % of labor force</td>
<td>0.405*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.149)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>49.97***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.941)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country FE</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time FE</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of countries</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Country-clustered robust standard errors in parentheses. *** Significant at the 1 percent level. ** Significant at the 5 percent level. * Significant at the 10 percent level.*

Summing up, Dyrstad (2016) and the estimation results of this section point in the same direction of rejecting the hypothesis that the huge inflow of resource revenues had a significant effect on the level of overall pre-tax income inequality (and, hence, on its sub-element given by labor income inequality) in Norway, with respect to the other Nordic economies. Notice that this does not exclude the possibility of significant and positive effects on the fraction given by the very top of the income distribution, as shown for instance in Iacono (2016). Income inequality has indeed been increasing in Norway and in the other Nordic countries since 1985 (as shown in
both Figures 1 and 5), but its causes will have to be found elsewhere, and not in the development of the Norwegian resource sector.

We have assumed that preferences for high public spending in the Nordic model rely on high wage compression, as explained in the conceptual framework in Section 2. What does the evidence of Figure 5 (namely, absolute increase in inequality in Norway but not due to the resource sector) imply for public welfare spending and overall welfare generosity? Figure 6 plots the time series of the combined welfare generosity index for the Nordic countries, obtained from the Comparative Welfare Entitlements Data Set in Scruggs et al. (2014).

![Combined Generosity Index (CWED), 1971-2010](image)

**Figure 6. Combined Generosity Index (CWED), 1971-2010**

*Notes:* this figure plots the annual time series 1971-2010 for the combined welfare generosity index from the Comparative Welfare Entitlements Data Set (CWED) in Scruggs et al. (2014). Scruggs (2014) computes then the combined welfare generosity index by summing up the three single social insurance program indices (unemployment, sickness and pensions, each of them with a numerical score [0, 25]. Hence, the maximum theoretical score for the combined index is 75.

Figure 6 indicates that only Norway, from 1995 onward, has experienced positive growth rates for the combined generosity index (which summarizes the magnitude and coverage of social insurance programs). Several explanations based on either microeconomic preferences or
macroeconomic factors, might lie behind such a development (for instance, the financial crisis of the 1990s and the subsequent retrenchment of the welfare states in Finland and Sweden, covered by Enghund, 1999, and Honkapohja, 2009). Focusing on the fiscal revenue side, a candidate hypothesis is that resource revenues since the 1980s have enlarged the tax base throughout the post-windfall years in Norway, allowing the Norwegian government to finance a non-decreasing level of overall welfare spending. More research on this specific relationship should be conducted at the within-country level.

In conclusion, according to the empirical evidence and the summary of the literature from this section, the external shock of resource revenues that accrued to the Norwegian economy has implied some ad-hoc internal developments when it comes to public welfare spending (mechanism III), but these do not seem to have determined crucial changes in labor market institutions and pre-tax wage inequality (mechanism I). The next section will introduce a new case study, focusing on a policy reform in Finland.

4. The design of a new minimum income scheme: the case of Finland

This section focuses on the issue of minimum income and unemployment insurance, which has implications related to mechanism (III), namely the demand for social insurance goods and the overall public welfare spending in the Nordic countries. As of 2017-2018, the government of Finland is conducting an experiment to evaluate a new social insurance/social assistance scheme, labeled in the following as the Basic Income (BI, hereafter) scheme. This section aims at pinning down the functioning of a stylized version of the BI scheme and its possible implications for individual preferences for social insurance.

As far as the experimental design of the scheme and microsimulations of the different BI models are concerned, more details can be found in Kangas (2016). Kangas (2016) is a working paper version of the official report that a selected group of Finnish economists delivered to the Finnish government before the experiment started. For simplicity, this section will assume the following: a BI scheme is introduced in Finland (for instance, after the experiment is concluded) at the flat level of 560 net Euros per month per single adult (e.g., individuals aged over 24, excluding pensioners), fully replacing the previous unemployment insurance scheme (where the transfer is a fraction of the wage earned during employment). The key difference between the two schemes is that the BI targets the entire adult population regardless of employment status, whilst the
unemployment insurance targets exclusively wage earners temporarily without employment. Notice that 560 net Euros per month per single adult corresponds to the actual ongoing experiment in Finland, for a representative sample of approximately 2000 unemployed individuals randomly chosen throughout the country (Kangas, 2016). How does this reform modify individual preferences for public welfare spending? Will a BI scheme imply a higher or lower level of public welfare spending than the previous unemployment insurance scheme?

In order to give a tentative answer to this question, this paper draws on a slightly modified version of the model in Moene and Wallerstein (2001). Assume the entire population of agents (or voters, excluding pensioners) is divided into three groups (heterogeneous with respect to income and employment status), normalized to one and given by \( \sigma_0 + \sigma_L + \sigma_H = 1 \). \( \sigma_0 \) is the share of agents who are permanently outside the labor market (and, hence, are not eligible for unemployment insurance, although they will receive the new BI transfer). \( \sigma_L + \sigma_H = \sigma_e \) is instead the share of agents who are employed or have been recently employed, and are therefore eligible for the unemployment insurance scheme (assume \( \sigma_e > \frac{1}{2} \), implying that the employed agents are the median voters). Within the share of agents \( \sigma_e \), the large majority of agents is given by workers with low wages \( \sigma_L \), whilst the minority \( \sigma_H \) have high wages (this assumption will play a role when a shock to wage dispersion is introduced below). The welfare policy is determined by the following balanced budget constraint:

\[
(2) \quad T(t) = \tau(t) \sigma_e \bar{w}.
\]

in which \( T(t) \) is the aggregate welfare spending per capita (initially, unemployment insurance), \( \tau(t) \) is the deadweight cost of taxation, and \( \bar{w} \) is the average wage of employed agents, as in Moene and Wallerstein (2001). The crucial welfare policy parameter is then given by \( \gamma \), which represents the share of total welfare spending allocated to the share of employed (or recently employed) agents \( \sigma_e \), with \( 1 - \gamma \) going to the share of permanently out-of-work individuals \( \sigma_0 \).

The consumption function for the two types of agents is given by:

\[
(3) \quad C_e(w) = (1 - t)w + \frac{\gamma T(t)}{\sigma_e}; \quad C_0 = \frac{(1-\gamma)T(t)}{1-\sigma_e}.
\]

Moene and Wallerstein (2001) show that, under the standard assumption for the utility functions, the expected lifetime utility of an agent is given by the weighted average of the two
possible states. More interestingly for this section, Moene and Wallerstein (2001) analyze the choice of the level of welfare benefits, for a given \( \gamma \), when pre-tax wage inequality increases. For a high \( \gamma \) (e.g., close to 1, with benefits allocated mostly to \( \sigma_e \)), a mean-preserving spread in pre-tax income distribution implies that the median voters (\( \sigma_L \)) prefer higher benefits. In other words, when the median voter receives a lower wage, and benefits are mostly allocated to the employed, the median voter supports a higher level of welfare benefits. This is motivated by the fact that, when the ratio between the low wages and the median wage drops, the cost of paying for additional welfare benefits through taxation is also reduced. Hence, the willingness of low-wage agents to finance higher benefit levels increases. On the contrary, for a low \( \gamma \) (close to 0, with benefits allocated mostly to \( \sigma_0 \)), the median voter will demand a reduction in public welfare spending in response to higher wage dispersion.

Let us now implement the welfare policy reform based on the experiment carried out in Finland, and observe how it influences the setting and results of the model. At \( t = 0 \), when the welfare policy consists of an unemployment insurance scheme (and other transfers strictly depending on previous employment status), \( \gamma = 1 \) and no welfare spending is allocated to \( \sigma_0 \). At \( t = 1 \), the universal BI policy providing the same transfer to all agents regardless of employment status replaces the unemployment insurance scheme, implying a reduction in \( \gamma \), to a level within \( 0 < \gamma < 1 \). More precisely, a universal welfare policy implies \( \gamma = \sigma_L \), which determines the following modified consumption functions:

\[
(4) \ C_e(w) = (1 - t)w + T(t); \ C_0 = T(t).
\]

If the assumption that the median voter is among the share of employed agents still holds (as a result of \( \sigma_e > \frac{1}{2} \)), then the main result of Moene and Wallerstein (2001) is equally valid in the current setting as well. This result can be summarized as follows. A reduction in \( \gamma \), as a consequence of the welfare policy reform that replaces the unemployment insurance scheme with a BI scheme, implies that the median voter will demand less public welfare spending at \( t = 1 \) (in response to a change in wage dispersion), as compared to the demand before the policy reform. Because eligibility criteria for the universal BI scheme are not modifiable (by definition), the reduction in public welfare spending most likely translates into a reduction in the flat level of the BI transfer. Notice that this result will no longer hold if the out-of-work individual becomes
the median voter, a hypothesis that can imply difficulties for the revenue side of the welfare policy budget given in (2). Let us relate this result to mechanism (III) of Section 2, the “equality multiplier” of Barth et al. (2015). A sudden change (either an increase or a decrease in the level of pre-tax inequality) will imply in any case lower support for public welfare spending for the case of the BI scheme, as compared to the previous unemployment insurance scheme. In other words, the result of this section predicts that the BI policy reform in Finland will weaken the “equality multiplier” feature of the Nordic model, as described in Section 2.

5. Ageing, automation and the sustainability of welfare states

This section concludes the core of the paper by focusing on the issue of the sustainability of the Nordic welfare states, in light of the recent trends related to population ageing and automation technologies. As in the other sections, these trends will be related to the conceptual framework of the Nordic model, mostly as regards mechanism (I) (compression of wage differentials). The debate on the sustainability of the generous Nordic welfare states is summarized by the dichotomy between the more and less “optimistic” views. The more optimistic authors highlight the redistribution of the productivity gains from technological change and the Nordic electorates’ sustained willingness to finance public expenditures through taxation. A recent contribution that can be roughly defined to fall under this categorization is the Statistics Norway empirical study by Holmøy and Strøm (2014). In their work, Holmøy and Strøm (2014) analyze the long run macroeconomic performances of the Norwegian economy, stating that the present welfare schemes can be maintained throughout the next decades and up to 2060, at the cost of a slight increase (from 37% to 40%) of the overall fraction of gross income devoted by households to taxes on income and wealth, and regardless of a significant reduction in daily working hours (from 7.5 to 6). In Holmøy and Strøm (2014), this is made possible by simulating annual labor productivity growth of 2% in private industries and of 0.5% in government sectors. In addition, recent theoretical studies have shown that the observed empirical tendency in industrialized economies leading to a higher share of the labor force employed in the provision of services (one of the consequences of Baumol’s effect, as in Baumol, 1967, 1993) might not be at all detrimental to the sustainability of large welfare states. In more detail, taking into account individual responses to tax-financed service provision, Andersen (2016) and Andersen and Kreiner (2016) show that, under standard assumptions on preferences and labor supply, Baumol’s
effect will neither lead to a higher share of GDP devoted to public expenditure, nor to a higher optimal tax rate.

On the other hand, less “optimistic” contributions by Lindbeck (2006) and van der Ploeg (2007) claim that an ever-increasing share of GDP devoted to public spending will lead either to unsustainable welfare states (for given tax rates), or to necessarily higher tax rates in conflict with the Laffer bound. In addition, authors who advocate for a retrenchment of the welfare states in the Nordic countries due to the ageing population often refer to the projected increases of the old-age dependency ratios in the Nordic countries - for instance, an increase in the ratio of population aged 70+ years to population aged 25-69 years. Let us look more closely at this ratio for the four Nordic countries in Figure 7, by plotting probabilistic projections of the old-age dependency ratios (source: UNDESA).

![Figure 7. Old-age dependency ratios, 1950-2100](image)

**Notes:** This figure plots the Nordic countries’ 1950-2100 projection series of the old-age dependency ratio \((70+)//(25-69)\), in other words the ratio of population 70+ per 100 population 25-69. A reference x-line for the year 2015 marks the end of actual data and the start of projections. Data are obtained from the United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2015). World Population Prospects: The 2015 Revision. UNDESA: “The projections are based on the probabilistic projections of total fertility and life expectancy at birth, based on estimates of the 2015 Revision of the World Population Prospects. These probabilistic projections of total fertility and life expectancy at birth were carried out with a Bayesian Hierarchical Model.”
Figure 7 shows the exponentially increasing series of the old-age dependency ratios for all four Nordic countries, which indeed calls for a more detailed analysis of the possible consequences for the revenue side of public finances. The old-age dependency ratios rose by approximately 100% (from approximately 10 to 20) in the Nordic countries in the last 60 years (the reference year is 2015), whilst the data predict another 100% increase (from 20 to approximately 40) in the next 60 years. However, the current study aims at contributing to this debate by showing descriptive empirical evidence from an alternative ratio.

Define the Welfare State Sustainability (WSS) ratio for country $i$ at time $t$ as follows:

\[
WSS_{i,t}(PSR, SE) = f\left(\frac{PSR_{i,t}}{SE_{i,t}}\right),
\]

in which $PSR_{i,t}$ is the potential support ratio for country $i$ at time $t$, given by the ratio between the 25-69 year old population and the population 70+ years old (e.g., the inverse of the old-age dependency ratio shown above); and $SE_{i,t}$ is the aggregate public social expenditure as a percentage of GDP, for country $i$ at time $t$. The WSS ratio increases when the demographic trends summarized in the PSRs signal an increase in the proportion of the working-age population, but it decreases when a higher denominator (public social expenditure as a percentage of GDP) implies that a given amount of working-age agents will have to finance a higher share of aggregate public social expenditure. The WSS ratio for the four Nordic countries in the period 1980-2100 is plotted in Figure 8, by relying on actual data for the period 1980-2015 and on two different projection series for the period 2020-2100.
In Figure 8, the solid line (WSS with stable SE) shows the series of the WSS ratio by assuming that the aggregate public social expenditure level as a percentage of GDP in each of the Nordic countries stays constant at the 2015 level for the period 2020-2100. The dashed line (WSS with growing SE) shows instead a scenario in which the growth rate of public social expenditure as a fraction of GDP in the period 2020-2100 equals the average growth rate for each of the Nordic countries in the 1980-2015 period. Regardless of which of the two WSS ratios is chosen, the predictions in Figure 8 imply a steady reduction in the post-2015 value of the WSS ratios for each of the four Nordic countries (with the exception of a slightly growing WSS with stable SE in Denmark and Finland in the period 2050-2060). The economic interpretation of the evidence of Figure 8 is unambiguous: the financing prospects of the welfare states in the Nordic countries,
when only demographics and public social expenditure trends are taken into account, do not indicate a path of higher sustainability. An external factor that might foster sustainability of the Nordic welfare states is, of course, future higher productivity growth (reducing the proportion of working-age individuals needed to finance public social expenditure), which was not taken into account in the evidence provided by Figures 7 and 8.

Before concluding, the last part of this section aims at complementing the above evidence by introducing some insights related to the potential effects of demographic trends on automation and, in turn, on a key feature of the Nordic model, namely mechanism (I) (wage compression). The stylized evidence of Figures 7 and 8 points in the same direction: the ageing process of the population in the Nordic countries is bound to continue and eventually increase its pace. However, what does ageing imply for the dynamics of technological progress and more precisely automation, which in turn might have significant effects on the pre-tax wage distribution?

By analyzing novel data from the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) across 49 industrialized countries, Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017) provide one possible answer to the first part of this question: how ageing affects the adoption of robotic technology and automation. Their results are striking, showing a strong positive correlation between the increase in old-age dependency ratios and the change in the number of robots at work (per millions of labor hours) in the industrialized economies observed. Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017) further explain this evidence with a model whose intuition can be summarized as follows: it is precisely the scarcity of younger workers in ageing countries that fosters higher adoption of robots and automation technologies. Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017) proceed to identify the channels through which ageing and increased automation affect economic growth, which lies outside the focus of the current paper.

The line of reasoning in which we are interested goes instead as follows: if ageing (documented in the Nordic countries by Figures 7 and 8) triggers automation as shown by Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017), then the Nordic countries will experience an increase in automation technology in production in the next decades. How will this in turn affect the distribution of pre-tax wages and hence the degree of wage compression highlighted as a key feature of the Nordic model in (I)? Asplund et al. (2011) provide a tentative answer to this question based on data on occupational employment patterns from 1995 to 2006, showing that, for the Nordic countries, a shift from skill-biased to routine-biased technological change has led to a skills-polarizing effect.
on the employment structure (as surveyed for other European countries as well in Fernández-Macias and Hurley, 2016). In turn, Asplund et al. (2011) claim that this process of job polarization has gone hand in hand with a slight reduction in the pre-tax wage compression for the Nordic countries (with most of the increase in wage dispersion coming from the half of the distribution above the median wage). Notice that Asplund et al. (2011) carefully claim that their results need a deeper causal analysis (possibly at the within-country level). In any case, the evidence from Asplund et al. (2011) of increasing income inequality in all of the Nordic countries is in line with the stylized facts of Figures 1 and 5 (which were commented upon in the previous sections of this paper), which show that income inequality has indeed been increasing in each of the Nordic countries since approximately 1985. It remains to see whether and how this evidence of higher income inequality for the Nordic countries will further affect the institutions and functioning of the Nordic model in the longer run (recall that both mechanisms II and III rely on I, namely compression of wage differentials). In conclusion, this section has shown the need for future research on the chain of reasoning that goes from ageing trends to increased automation (as in Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2017), and on the final effect of automation on the degree of wage compression in the Nordic countries (estimated to be negative by Asplund et al., 2011).

6. Concluding remarks

The aim of this research was to provide an up-to-date overview on the robustness of the various institutions that constitute the bulk of the Nordic model of economic development and welfare, analyzed both from “within” (through the country case studies of Norway and Finland) and from “outside” (in the third and last section on future prospects and sustainability). The findings of the core of the paper can be summarized as follows.

At first, the results of the empirical analysis on the effect of the resource windfall in Norway have shown that, although the country has experienced higher income inequality since around 1985, this cannot be causally explained by the resource windfall. This has been shown by estimating the comparative effect of the windfall on income inequality for Norway as compared to the other Nordic countries, which was shown not to be significant. In other words, the causes of the increase of income inequality in Norway and in the rest of the Nordic countries since the mid-1980s have to be found elsewhere. The interesting intuition drawn from this result is that Norwegian labor market institutions proved to be robust to the shock of the resource windfall.
In addition, descriptive evidence on the combined index of generosity of the welfare system indicated that the resource windfall has most likely played a role on the revenue side of public finances, allowing Norway to sustain public social expenditure whilst the neighboring Nordic countries have experienced a retrenchment of the welfare states.

The second case study on Finland focused on another crucial element of the Nordic model, namely social insurance and individual preferences for redistribution. Finland is currently experimenting with a new minimum income scheme labeled as Basic Income. The results of this section have shown theoretically that, under the Basic Income scheme, an increase in income inequality reduces the demand for social insurance goods, as compared to the demand for such goods under the initial unemployment insurance scheme, hence weakening the “equality multiplier”. This was explained by the fact that, when the median voter is an employed agent, a higher share of public social expenditure devoted to out-of-work individuals under the Basic Income scheme reduces the willingness of the employed agents to finance government expenditures. It has to be pointed out that the assumption used in the current paper (with the Basic Income scheme fully replacing unemployment insurance) was purely speculative, in the sense that the debate in Finland is not at this stage. However, several authors advocating introduction of different Basic Income schemes have proposed a partial or full replacement of existing social insurance schemes; hence, the current paper is intended to provide some theoretical evidence on this hypothesis.

The third and last section of the core of the paper focused on the sustainability of Nordic welfare states, and the recent trends as regards population ageing and automation technologies. The stylized evidence from the old-age dependency ratios and the Welfare State Sustainability (WSS) ratios shown in this section point in the same direction of a lower degree of future sustainability of public welfare spending in the Nordic countries. However, external productivity shocks enhancing sustainability can come from automation technologies, whose relationship with population ageing was shown to be positive in the most recent research on the issue. If ageing fosters automation, which in turn fosters higher productivity growth, then the sustainability picture might change. Automation might, however, have effects on the level of wage compression in Nordic countries, which is one of the key elements of the Nordic model. Indeed, recent research presented in this section confirmed the stylized evidence from the previous sections on higher pre-tax wage dispersion, in parallel to increased automation (and job polarization).
In conclusion, this paper has attempted to contribute to the political economy and institutional economics literature on Northern European economies by providing an overview of the ongoing trends and changes that the Nordic model of economic development and welfare is currently undergoing. Future research on the issue can complement the current study by adopting a within-country focus on each of the issues analyzed in this paper, in addition to further analyzing the robustness of the Nordic model from “outside”.

Appendix: Data sources

- UTIP-UNIDO industrial pay inequality: industrial pay-inequality data (1963-2008) are available from the University of Texas Inequality Project (UTIP) at http://utip.gov.utexas.edu/data.html
- Top income shares excluding capital gains for the four Nordic countries (1960-2011) were retrieved from the World Wealth and Income Database (WID): http://wid.world/ .
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